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Abstract: The choice of dialysate sodium concentration remains amongst the most crucial and
difficult to address challenges, in the care of hemodialysis (HD) patients. Our understanding of
the determinants of sodium transport, as well as the consequences of getting the decisions wrong,
remains both imperfect and evolving. This question has been subject to far less study than it deserves.
In this short piece we consider what we are trying to achieve with dialysate sodium choices and
how best to individualize those choices to address the symptomatic and survival-based needs of
our patients.
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Although this seems a relatively simple and straight forward question, it is mired in the
complexities surrounding the movement of sodium during hemodialysis (HD), limitations
in our knowledge relating to these processes and the dearth of high quality empirical clinical
study. The challenge needs to be carefully thought through, with clear enunciation of what
the purpose of HD is (with respect to sodium homeostasis), our evolving understanding of
the pathophysiological consequences of failure and the constraints relating to this decision-
making process.

What is the principle therapeutic aim? HD aims to remove the entire interdialytic
sodium load that was ingested between sessions, that was not eliminated through residual
renal function and gastrointestinal losses (both modest in this scenario). Failure to do so
results in aggravation of interdialytic fluid gains, congestion, aberrant cardiac remodeling,
hypertension [1] and exacerbation of multi-organ ischemic injury as a consequence of
inappropriately high ultrafiltration requirements and associated circulatory stress [2–4].
Failure of clearance leads to tissue deposition of sodium in skin, muscle [5] and directly
into cardiac tissue, further driving mortality. Exposure to inappropriate intradialytic
circulating serum sodium concentrations also directly results in injury to the vascular
epithelial glycocalyx [6,7]; exacerbating the ischemic vulnerability of tissue by inducing
additional intradialytic endothelial dysfunction. Excessive sodium depuration results
in failure to maintain plasma tonicity and plasma refill—resulting in hypotension and
circulatory collapse (also leading to worsening HD-associated cardiovascular injury to
heart, brain, gut and kidneys) [4,8–10].

Manipulation of dialysate sodium concentration is the principal instrument to
manage sodium homeostasis in HD patients: Sodium ingestion (in patients without other
osmotic drives for thirst such as hyperglycemia) is the major determinant of interdialytic
weight gain (IDWG). Lower dialysate sodium concentrations lead to more modest IDWG
and reduced tissue deposition of sodium; as directly measured using sodium MRI [11].
Ultrafiltrate is characteristically hypotonic—with respect to plasma—therefore, this re-
quires some additional diffusive element in addition to convection to clear the interdialytic
ingested sodium load. Higher ultrafiltration volumes result in additional decoupling of
sodium mass transfer from assumptions based on diffusion gradient. The terms ‘high’
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and ‘low’ can be somewhat meaningless in the way they are often applied to the study of
dialysate sodium concentrations. Sodium ions in plasma interact with a variety of other
dissolved materials (proteins, bicarbonate, carbonate, etc.). Sodium ions also exchange for
intracellular potassium and bind to proteoglycans in the skin [12,13]. Therefore, only a
percentage of ions are available for diffusion. The movement of sodium will therefore be
determined by differences between the concentrations of non-complexed, electrochemically
active ions (sodium activity). The level of sodium ions available for diffusion is further
influenced by both temperature and pH. Both the Gibbs–Donnan effect, and the differences
in sodium activity allow the movement of sodium and water to become uncoupled during
haemodialysis [14]. This makes it possible for patients to sodium load on dialysis, despite
dialysate sodium concentration being lower than the pre dialysis serum sodium concen-
tration (commonly termed ‘low’ dialysate sodium concentration) [15,16]. The situation is
made even more complex by the differences that exist in how permissive different dialyzer
membranes are to the transport of sodium [17] (based on the charge density of the materials
used), and with a new generation of dialyzers (mid cut off membranes) (defined by larger
pore size potentially impacting increasing the effective pore area with less electrostatic
resistance to sodium movement) [18]. Serum sodium is a poor marker of total body sodium
stores, unreliable to assay robustly within standard clinical practice (without resorting to
flame photometry) and allows poor appreciation of content within the component of the
circulating volume that contains removable sodium (plasma water fraction). All the above
factors militate against the implementation of robust reliable theoretically derived sodium
modelling approaches.

What might the approach to achieving optimal sodium homeostasis look like? Al-
though this approach is difficult to define, it is reasonable to say approaches using supra
physiological dialysate sodium concentrations and sodium profiling should be universally
avoided (unless in the rare case of patients with high additional sodium losses, e.g., high
output ileostomy).

In contrast to the large degree of observed inter patient variability in pre dialysis
serum sodium concentration, the variation observed within individual patients is small.
Serum sodium concentration varied from 132 to 144 mmol/L between patients, but by
less than 2 mmol/L within individual patients, on a month-to-month basis [19,20]. This
large inter-patient and small intra-patient variability suggests that an approach to sodium
removal based upon a single default dialysate sodium is likely to be less desirable than
one based on individualization of this sodium removal [21]. However, relying on the
pre dialysis serum sodium as the direct determinant of dialysate sodium concentration is
fraught with problems (as outlined above). Even from the most simplistic considerations of
plasma sodium concentrations a serum sodium concentration of 135 mmol/L equates to a
plasma sodium concentration of around 144 mmol/L.

Further challenges also exist related to the dialysis machines themselves. Dialysate
conductivity monitoring is often inaccurate and prone to drift and lack of appropriate cali-
bration and maintenance [22]. Even small errors can result in large differences in achieved
mass transfer of sodium between different machines with apparently similar prescribed
dialysate conductivity. When dealing with patients with particularly low plasma water
sodium concentrations the lack of ability of most dialysis monitors to deliver sodium
concentrations of less than 130–132 mmol/L further hampers the ability to individual-
ize treatment.

Conclusion—what should we do? An individualized approach with an initial dialysate
sodium consideration selected as being safe from current clinical and registry-based studies
(potentially, being augmented by ongoing large scale RCT), may represent a way forward
(136–138 mmol/L). However, this needs to be then further refined (probably lowered)
within an individual patient; with iterative consideration of IDWG, hemodynamic stability
during HD, BP, quantification of tissue sodium levels (if feasible) and symptomatic tolera-
bility. Unfortunately selecting (and delivering) the correct dialysate sodium concentration
for any given patient is currently as difficult as it is crucially important.
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